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I just downloaded a file from a friend on a kaspersky forum and it had something called
kaspersky loader downloaded with it so he told me to download it and do it myself. I did and he

said it worked fine as I dont have kaspersky. so I clicked to run it and it put some where " I
dunno" "local" or something something and started downloading it. And i watched it and as soon

as it started to download it said maleware detected and blocked it. And I dont have Kaspersky
installed. It asked to install the loader but when I clicked it said the system needs to be patched
and the kaspersky antivirus will do that for me. But when it was finished installing the loader it
said I needed to do something with a key and I did that but it didnt do anything. When i run the
loader it just stops. Its the one with the red exclamation point. Any clue what is going on? I just

got an hp satalite pro 2000 and wanted a light antivirus for my PC and then downloaded
Kaspersky because it was free and on the website it said it would run on it. But then it was like

downloading from a friend and was kind of weird. I just downloaded a file from a friend on a
kaspersky forum and it had something called kaspersky loader downloaded with it so he told me

to download it and do it myself. I did and he said it worked fine as I dont have kaspersky. so I
clicked to run it and it put some where " I dunno" "local" or something something and started

downloading it. And i watched it and as soon as it started to download it said maleware detected
and blocked it. And I dont have Kaspersky installed. It asked to install the loader but when I

clicked it said the system needs to be patched and the kaspersky antivirus will do that for me.
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